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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Gold in the Net or GITN is recognized as a world leader in setting the standards for
the development of hockey goaltenders.   Our dominant presence spans across not
only all of Canada, but includes franchises in Finland.  GITN also boasts the world’s
largest and most comprehensive instructional DVD series. The series presently stands
at 10 volumes with plans to expand to 12.
In 1986 GITN was formed to fill a void in the marketplace in the hockey schools &
instructional videos industry. GITN is a hockey-oriented company that offers expert
training in goaltending, by way of summer hockey schools, traveling hockey clinics,
seminars, and private consultations. Other activities range from operating real-ice
training facilities to the sale and production of instructional videos/DVD designed for
both the goalie and the coach.
Our system has proven to be successful for our existing franchises. Our success has
been derived from the quality and personal touch of our hockey school program;
most hockey schools in North America operate the same program year after year with
little changes. Because Gold in the Net operates all year round throughout the world,
it possess the knowledge to constantly change and adapt the programs to maintain
the most updated and currant program available anywhere in the world. Along with
its DVD series and professional look it sets the standards in goaltending development and is recognized internationally as a world leader in professional goaltending
instruction.
Our NHL alumni consist of Founder, President, and CEO Perry Elderbroom, who has
acted as the goaltending consultant for the Columbus Blue Jackets; Former Franchise
Owner of Sweden, Henrik Lundqvist of the New York Rangers; Franchise Owner
of Finland Fredrik Norrena, who spent time with the Columbus Blue Jackets; Kari
Lehtonen of the Dallas Stars; Karri Ramo of the Calgary Flames; Robin Lehner of the
Buffalo Sabres; Antero Niittymaki formerly of the Philadelphia Flyers; David LeNeveu
formerly of the New York Rangers. Wade Dubielewicz formerly of the New York Islanders.
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FRANCHISE STRUCTURE

GITN is recognized as a world leader in setting the standards for the development
of goaltending and it exempliﬁes what a hockey school business should be. Being
a complete business allows for multiple sources of revenue via summer camps and
minor hockey programs, retails sales and instructional DVD sales.  Being involved in
a good franchise, like GITN, is like being in business for yourself; however, you are
never alone.   Under most circumstances, there is seldom a situation that will arise
that the corporation has not already experienced and overcome.  Our lengthy operating history, proven system, and support from the collective membership within the
corporation will eliminate the need for franchises to operate on a trail and error basis.  
The end result is running a GITN franchise is a headache-free business.  
The corporate head ofﬁce is responsible for continually updating material and providing staff training programs.  The corporate head ofﬁce also designs and produces
of all of the printed material, including brochures and posters, and is responsible for
the ﬁnal development and production of new programming and DVDs; however,
head ofﬁce always encourages involvement from all the franchises in this process.
During annual meetings, the franchise group actively participates in discussions on
the direction of the company.  The franchises are encouraged to put forth new ideas
for the programming and overall operations of the franchise units.  The annual meetings provide an excellent forum for interaction between all franchises and the corporate head ofﬁce, where issues can be addressed collectively as a unit.
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SERVICE DESCRIPTION

After 30 years, GITN continues to thrive on this incredible experience that changes
our student’s lives in their schooling, their attitude, their responsibility, and lastly,
their hockey through the finest goaltending instruction available in an exciting, positive learning environment.
GITN’s main focus is still to provide innovative help for today’s goaltenders and
coaches of all ages and caliber, and accomplishes this by not only operating a wide
range of summer programs, but also by way of traveling hockey schools, seminars,
private consultations along with an in-depth instructional training DVD series.
Mental training has always been an important part of the goalies development and a
focal point for GITN. Really brought to the forefront in 2012 when GITN broke new
ground with an unprecedented lecture series to assist all goalies gain a new perspective on the importance and implementation of Mental Training. In 2015 GITN again
raised the bar unveiling the first ever Mental Training Course (MTC) where the students spent 3 daily classroom sessions each day learning how to create and implement
a personal platform to help guide them to strengthening their Mental Game.

How do we continually maintain this innovative training program?
Having the best-qualified and trained instructors in the goaltending school business.
Only instructors certified by GITN are eligible to teach our students. GITN’s certification process is unique and has 11 different levels of instructing certificates in the
program. Each is identified on their shirts and jerseys to allow parents recognize the
level of training in each staff member. This not only allows for continuity of our program but also allows franchises to exchange instructing staff and know exactly what
their staff will be capable of operating.
GITN’s unique and exclusive approach to developing goaltending skills, by having
the best-designed progressive and innovative programs for the improvement of each
individual goaltender, at any level or age. We believe that a goaltenders development
is not only determined by his/her own dedication and effort, but also by the influence
of a well-trained and motivated staff.
The goaltenders individual ability will be assessed at the camps to allow each one to
build skills and achieve the highest level of play they desire - whether it’s competing
at the high school, college or professional levels. We stress self-esteem, education and
balance with sports skills and dedication. We always encourage the importance of
grades and provide real-world examples. Daily lecture sessions cover a wide range of
important self-esteem building subjects such as drug prevention, nutrition, and the
balance of higher education and a passion for goaltending. Our experience has shown
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this type of learning, along with the auditory and kinesthetic learning provided on the
ice gives each student the best retention so that they can maintain what they’ve been
taught. Our professional instructors encourage this process at all levels of goaltending
development. It creates an unparalleled sense of accomplishment, newfound confidence, greater self-esteem, and a strong personal drive to achieve goals.
INNOVATIVE
GITN’s Innovative Training System is based
on improving control and confidence both in
and out of the net. It is our focus to provide
the absolute best goaltending skills training
and guidance to help youth goaltending talent achieve the competitive edge necessary to
excel to the “next” level.
At the height of competition, the ability to
manage emotional responses often is the difference between winning and losing. Gold in
the Net provides objective, real-time feedback and allows athletes to better self-regulate their tension and emotional responses, especially in challenging situations. In
addition, being able to enter a coherent state maximizes many aspects of optimal performance such as eye–hand coordination and reaction times for the goalie.
Gold in the Net uses a heart rhythm coherence training system for all of its students
to enhance training effectiveness and improve performance. There are numerous case
studies that illustrate how these tools can assist any athlete to improve their performance. Just one more thing Gold in the Net is implementing in all of our high level
training programs.
If you think Gold in the Net will just stop there, well then you’re not a Gold in the Net
student yet, because coming soon across Canada will be another technology that will
assist the goalie in their tracking and peripheral vision.
This light board measures performance and records
the data to track improvement. It will enhance the
goalies reaction time, visual-motor coordination skills
and peripheral visual awareness. By improving these
skills, the goalie makes better, faster and smarter decisions.
The ability to increase and improve the tracking ability for any goaltender will allow him to perform at a
higher more consistent level. In addition the peripheral enhancement will provide better awareness of
where everyone is in the zone without loosing track
of the puck. The incorporation of physical movement
and cognitive processing has made it a natural fit for
concussion management.
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EXPERT STAFF
Learn from the BEST! Our Professional Staff are excellent role models, successful
goaltenders, and skilled instructors and are certified by GITN to teach the GITN
training program. We work with our students on and off the Ice in a fun, and competitive environment to improve their goaltending skills and confidence. Our specialized
drills and progressive curriculum encourage creativity, identify and eliminate weaknesses, build upon strengths and teach them how to teach themselves.
TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR STAFF
Try and find another hockey school program anywhere that trains and certifies its
staff, while continually updating their certification levels annually? We know we have
tried, but it just doesn’t seem as important to the other schools and programs. In
2013, GITN trained 200 staff worldwide, estimated staff trained by 2016 would be
300.
FUN
Since goaltending mechanics are learned through repetition and muscle memory,
they will not be left alone to execute incorrectly. Our staff will work with them on and
off the ice until they get it right! Our students will be better and smarter goaltenders
at the end of their camp, guaranteed! Many of the drills designed for our programs are
based on a competitive game, where students challenge the instructors in a fun and
fast past environment.
PASSION
“The will to win is easy; the will to PREPARE to win is difficult”. Goaltending is the
greatest game on the Ice and becomes even GREATER as the student’s skills improve.
We go the extra mile to improve ALL the vital goaltending skills necessary for our
students to excel to the next level. Experience our commitment to developing our
goaltenders skills!
DESCRIPTION AND DEMONSTRATION
Each drill and skill being worked on is described and demonstrated by our expert
staff in full gear to clarify how and why we are doing it and when it may be used in a
game. Students find it much easier to understand with the instructor in full gear and
working alongside the students
GOALTENDER DEVELOPMENT
Development continues as we properly reinforce each new skill throughout the camp,
through On Ice training and Off Ice training DVD’s and lecture series. This attention
to detail provides our students with the foundation necessary to continue progressing
on their own, long after the conclusion of their Camp!
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Not to mention we have more levels of programming to help the individual’s development more than any other program. We currently stand at 7 levels On Ice program
training.
GITN teaches and ties together the Fundamental and Advanced goaltending skills
needed to become a complete goaltender. Goaltending requires more than just skating skills and stick handling skills. Successful goaltenders train hard to develop a delicate balance of ALL skills including Skating, Stick handling, Team Play and Off Ice
Training. GITN provides this important balance for the new age goaltender.
GITN GUARANTEE
If you are new to GITN, we invite you to experience what thousands of goaltenders
worldwide have discovered…GITN will improve your goaltending skills, in fact, we
guarantee it! We guarantee that you will skate away a SMARTER, more CONFIDENT & SKILLED GOALTENDER.
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GITN MISSION

• To establish a program committed to excellence in both product and opportunity.
• To develop loyal, satisfied customers worldwide through committed, successful
franchisees.
• To build a network that is recognized as a leader in both the national and
international hockey school industry using the highest quality training methods.
• To build a network of financially sound independent franchisees.
• To ensure that all business is conducted in an ethical and business-like manner.
• To provide GITN franchises comprehensive training in the operation of the
franchise and the equipment so that they can offer the highest level of service to
their students.
• To offer GITN franchises training to assist them in maintaining the highest level
of professional service and technical ability.
• To ensure that the state of the art techniques are maintained in schools offered by
GITN
• To develop and expand the training programs offered by the franchises to their
students.
• To be a responsible and charitable corporate citizen.
• To benefit all people with whom we do business.

GITN VISION
To provide the finest goaltending instruction available in an exciting and positive
learning environment, while continuously developing programs to achieve goals of
excellence in instruction, and comprehensiveness in approach, and intensity in execution.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

OVERVIEW
GITN’s main focus is to provide innovative help for today’s goaltenders and coaches
of all ages and caliber.  This is accomplished by not only operating a wide range of
summer programs and state of the art Training Centre, but also by way of traveling
hockey schools, seminars, private consultations, and an in-depth instructional training DVD series.
Learn from the BEST! GITN continually maintains our innovative training program
by having the best-qualiﬁed and trained instructors in the goaltending school business.   Only instructors’ certiﬁed by Gold in the Net are eligible to teach students.
Our unique and exclusive approach to developing goaltending skills is predicated
on possessing the best-designed programs for the improvement of each individual
student at any level or age.  GITN believes that goaltender development is not only
determined by one’s dedication and effort, but also by the inﬂuence of a well trained
and motivated staff.
GITN’s innovative training system is based on improving control and conﬁdence
both in and out of the net.   It is our focus to provide the absolute best goaltending
skills training and guidance to help goaltending talent achieve the competitive edge
necessary to excel to the “next” level.
We work with our students ON and OFF the ice in a fun, competitive environment to
improve their goaltending skills and conﬁdence.   Our specialized drills and progressive curriculum encourage creativity, identify and eliminate weaknesses, build upon
strengths, and teach our students how to teach themselves.
“The will to win is easy.  The will to PREPARE to win is difﬁcult.”  Goaltending is
the greatest game on the Ice and becomes even GREATER as a student’s knowledge,
skills, and abilities improve.  GITN goes the extra mile to improve ALL the vital goaltending skills necessary for our students to excel to the next level.   Experience our
commitment to developing our goaltenders skills!

HOCKEY SCHOOLS
Summer Camps:  GITN operates more levels of programming than any other hockey
school.   In fact most organizations offer only two levels, with a few offering more.  
GITN offers seven different levels of program, Regular, Intermediate, Advanced 1 &
2,  Elite 1 & 2, Private.  We also offer Pro camps, which are by invitation only.  GITN
has a program to suit anyone at any age or calibre and we go to more places operating
across Canada, into the United States, and Overseas.
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Minor Hockey Programs: GITN actively travels during the season to reach students
in distant locations that are not exposed to our program.  We remain committed and
heavily involved in Minor Hockey Associations across Canada.  GITN provides specialized goaltending clinics to assist not only the goaltenders themselves, but to guide
coaches and parents to a better understanding of the position.
Private Instruction: GITN offers private programs during the summer months and
private sessions throughout the hockey season.  Most private programs/sessions are
done in GITN’s training facilities.  Our instructors, however, attend other rinks/ locations to provide consultation for teams at a multitude of skill levels.  This consultation
is comprised of off ice lectures and on ice training.
TRAINING FACILITY
In 2003 GITN-BC built its ﬁrst real ice training facility in British Columbia.  A cost
effective facility designed as a miniature ice arena equipped with a real ice surface,
boards, glass, and change rooms.  This allows the program to operate all year round
in a full time capacity.  Since then, GITN-AB has built their own in St. Albert and
GITN- ON with their facility in Brockville. Plans are in place to have all Master Franchises own and operate all year round with a training facility.  
INSTRUCTIONAL DVDS
The World’s Most Complete DVD series, GITN has recently updated the series with
6 new volumes bringing the series up to 10. They are all available in both English and
French.
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Volume 1
An Introduction to Goaltending: All the basic movements needed to build a solid foundation. Designed for the goaltender, his coach and the parents to assist him in development.
Volume 2
Angles and Positioning: Proper positioning and angles can be the goaltender’s strongest asset. It can
help eliminate many of the inconsistencies in the goaltender’s play.
Volume 3
The Complete Butterﬂy: With so many different elements of the butterﬂy, understanding what movements belong where and how and when to use them allow the goaltender to maximize their use
during the game.
Volume 4
Forward Motion: Has the body moving forward towards the puck instead of retreating back, forming
an illusion for the player, letting him think he has more room to shoot than he actually does.
Volume 5
Transition: Showing the goaltender when and how to handle the puck more efﬁciently. Taking the
coach through the steps necessary to combine his goalies puck handling skill with his team’s offensive transition.
Volume 6
Playing a System: Successful goalies need a system which to play in conjunction with their style. Helps
goalies create their very own system to compliment their game.
Volume 7
Power Skating: The goaltender’s skating ability directly relates to his performance on the ice. Helps
improve balance, strength and speed to create explosive power on the ice.
Volume 8
Explosive Power: An off ice conditioning program using a combination of plyometrics, sprint, resistance and agility training to improve your speed and strength to give you more explosive power.
Volume 9
A Game of Control: Controlling the depth in the goalies position maximizes the coverage of the net,
allowing the goalie to possess the opportunity to stop every shot taken.
Volume 10
The Dreaded Goalie Slump: Identiﬁes key components of the slump and how to stop or prevent one,
as well as the recovery necessary to regain full conﬁdence in the goalies game.
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QUALITY CONTROL
Quality is maintained at GITN via a certiﬁcation program which was implemented
to provide continuity in all programs worldwide.   GITN is the only hockey school
to provide such in-depth training for its staff. This keeps the ideals and philosophies
together and allows all the programs throughout the franchises to continually develop
as a unit.
At GITN, each helper, instructor, and head instructor must be certiﬁed. There are ﬁve
levels of certiﬁcation, Helper, Jr. Instructor, Instructor, Head Instructor, and ﬁnally
a Master Instructor. Last year GITN certiﬁed more than 200 staff while operating
certiﬁcation programs in Parksville, British Columbia; Edmonton, Albert; Brandon,
Manitoba; Ottawa, Ontario and Turrku Finland.
All staff are required to update their certiﬁcate annually while upgrading their status
and ranking. The necessary training provided shows everyone at each level what they
are responsible for and how to execute their job properly. Senior Helpers can obtain
an instructors certiﬁcate allowing them to travel and work at various locations. Instructors get to update their instructor’s certiﬁcate to a head instructor level gaining
them more pay and the opportunity for travel and to operate an entire program by
themselves.

Understanding the different levels of our Staff here at Gold in the Net

MASTER INSTRUCTOR
The top level that GITN assigns to the people that actually help build
and contribute to the program. This person can only be appointed by
the corporate head & CEO Perry Elderbroom

SENIOR CHIEF INSTRUCTOR
This is the person in charge of the instructional component for each
franchise. This person is graded by the corporate after being evaluated
during special franchise training seminar, which will include both on
and off ice components.
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HEAD INSTRUCTOR
Must have a minimum of 3 summers experience as an Instructor and
be sponsored by the Master Instructor. Successfully take and pass all
written, oral and on ice exams designed for the both the instructing
levels as well as administrative component. There will be 3 levels of
Head Instructor with 3 being the most senior.
INSTRUCTOR
Must have a minimum of 2 summers experience along with 8 programs worked and be sponsored by a Head Instructor or Master Instructor. Successfully take and pass all written, oral and on ice exams
designed for the instructing levels of the program. There will be 3 levels of Instructor with 3 being the most senior.
ASSITANT OR INTERN INSTRUCTOR
Successfully complete G.I.T.N. Instructor Training seminar. Assist in a
minimum of 5 programs as a Helper and be sponsored by an Instructor, Head Instructor or Master Instructor. Successfully take and pass all
written, oral and on ice exams designed for the instructing levels of
the program.
HELPER
Successfully complete G.I.T.N. Helper Training seminar. Assist in a minimum of 3 G.I.T.N. summer programs as a Helper in Training. Successfully take and pass all written, oral and on ice exams designed for
the Helper level. There will be a Level I & II option with the Level II being the most senior.
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GITN SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM AND CHARITY FUNDRAISERS

GITN is proud to be the founding sponsor of the Aaron C. Cornwell Memorial
Scholarship Fund. The scholarship annually awards GITN students and staff with
bursaries in recognition of the dedication
and commitment in the pursuit of hockey
and academic achievement. In the first 10
years of the scholarship’s existence, Gold
in the Net has awarded more then 57 bursaries and $57,000 to students.
Aaron Cornwell was a student of GITN whose life was cut short tragically in a car accident in 1999. Aaron was self-driven, motivated and he knew everything he wanted
to do and how to do it. He planned on playing Jr. “A” in Canada while furthering his
education to become a Marine Biologist. It is with this that we bring his 2 passions
together in an annual event that will help others in their pursuit of excellence through
their hockey and academics skills.
The Annual GITN Golf Classic has been the main source of fundraising for the bursary program and has had great support from Henrik Lundqvist and the New York
Ranger, President and CEO of GITN Perry Elderbroom’s former team the Columbus
Blue Jackets have supported the event. As well as some of the other NHL teams and
Vaughn Hockey has been a tremendous supporter of this event.
Originally hosted on Vancouver Island, now it has two locations each year, one being
hosted in Parksville on beautiful Vancouver Island as well as St. Albert Alberta. With
strong community support in both locations it has allowed GITN to give back to kids
in a very special way. You can always check out our web site for more details on how
to get involved or support the program.
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Additional Information
Newspaper Articles
From around the World
Aaron C. Cornwell
Memorial Scholarship Fund
Award winners and comments
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Gold in the Net – Newspaper Articles
Overseas Print from Russia, Finland and Sweden
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Overseas Print fromSweden, Finland and Canada
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Aaron C. Cornwell
1981 - 1999
From the time I first met
Aaron, he always impressed
me, maybe it was the intensity in which he hung on
every word I said absorbing everything around him
or the strong work ethics he had. Aaron was self
driven, motivated and he
knew everything he wanted to do and how to do it. He planned on playing Jr. hockey in Canada while
furthering his education to become a Marine Biologist.
It is for this reason we bring his two passions together in an annual celebration
that will help others in their pursuit of excellence through their hockey and
academics skills. During the past 3 years Gold in the Net has awarded 12 very
deserving students each with a $1,000.00 bursary to assist them in furthering
their education. Each year it grows, in the first year we gave out three bursaries,
the second year we gave out four and in the third year we gave out five bursaries. It is estimated that we will be awarding $10,000.00 to $15,000.00 annually
within the next five years.
We get great support from all our NHL goalies and their teams to assist us in
raising funds. We host the Gold in the Net Golf Classic each year along with a
silent auction and dinner event.
Here are just a few of our winners along with what they had to say about Gold
in the Net.
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